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The dense plasma focus (DPF) has long been considered a compact source for pulsed neutrons

and has traditionally been optimized for the total neutron yield. In this paper, we describe the

efforts to optimize the DPF for short-pulse applications by introducing a reentrant cathode at the

end of the coaxial plasma gun. The resulting neutron pulse widths are reduced by an average of

2169% from the traditional long-drift DPF design. Pulse widths and yields achieved from

deuterium-tritium fusion at 2 MA are 61:8630:7 ns FWHM and 1:8460:49� 1012 neutrons per

shot. Simulations were conducted concurrently to elucidate the DPF operation and confirm the

role of the reentrant cathode. A hybrid fluid-kinetic particle-in-cell modeling capability demon-

strates correct sheath velocities, plasma instabilities, and fusion yield rates. Consistent with pre-

vious findings that the DPF is dominated by beam-target fusion from superthermal ions, we

estimate that the thermonuclear contribution is at the 1% level. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4973227]

I. INTRODUCTION

The dense plasma focus (DPF) device has long been con-

sidered a compact source for pulsed neutron and x-ray genera-

tion1–3 and has provided an inexpensive platform for exploring

plasma physics.4–7 With stored energies ranging from tens of

joules to MJ,6,8 the DPF is being explored for a wide range of

applications from activation analysis and plasma nanotechnol-

ogy to radiography and material detection.9–13

The DPF device derives from a coaxial plasma gun that

is filled with a low-pressure deuterium and tritium gas mix-

ture to generate significant fusion reactions as the plasma

compresses. Development of the DPF has traditionally

focused on maximizing the total fusion neutron yield,14–16

with more recent designs intended to increase portability and

pulse repetition rates.17–20 In this report, we describe the first

efforts to constrain the neutron pulse duration while retaining

as much of the total yield as possible. This initial effort

focuses on very modest variations on the Mather-type DPF

hardware design, specifically the shape of the downstream

electrode terminations, without changing the discharge times

of the capacitor banks (4� 7 ls) or the gas constituents.

The shorter neutron pulses are achieved using an anode

center conductor with a blunt termination and reducing the

plasma drift length to the downstream cathode to a value that

is comparable to the coaxial gap width. We present here the

first experiments comparing the performance of this design

to the more traditional long drift chamber, which were con-

ducted on two MA-scale DPF systems. The measured neu-

tron yields and the pulse shapes are interpreted with the aid

of hybrid fluid-kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of

the full DPF system. The simulations show that the MA-

scale DPF operates in a regime in which neutron production

is dominated by the beam-target process, as expected,3,21 but

with a pinching plasma that is tightly magnetically confined

to the axis, achieving ion densities greater than 1021 cm�3.

The simulations provide supporting evidence that the ther-

monuclear component of the total neutron yield is approxi-

mately 1%.

To provide context for our modified electrode termina-

tions, the physics of DPF operation, with the traditional long

drift chamber, is presented in Sec. II. The modified drift

chamber, referred to as a reentrant cathode, is described in

Sec. III along with the diagnostics used in the experiments

which compare its performance to the traditional DPF

design. The decrease in the average pulse width achieved

with the reentrant cathode is demonstrated in Sec. IV.

Finally, the hybrid simulation technique, described in Sec.

V, provides insight into the plasma dynamics of the DPF, the

role of the new hardware, and the beam-target nature of the

fusion reactions.

II. PHYSICS OF THE DPF Z PINCH

The DPF device is a coaxial accelerator with a blunt

anode termination that is filled with a low-density gas, typi-

cally deuterium (labeled “DD” for the interacting ions) or a

deuterium-tritium (DT) mixture. As the accelerator is

pulsed, the gas is ionized and accelerated through the j� B

force to the end of the anode. The plasma pinches at the

anode tip with sufficient velocity to create neutrons by

fusion processes.

DPF operation is categorized into four phases, depicted

in Fig. 1. The gas ionizes in the first phase with the arrival of

a high-voltage pulse. The conductivity increases rapidly as

the current-carrying plasma sheath is formed. As the current
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rises and the j� B force increases, the plasma sheath is

accelerated to the end of the anode. This second phase is

referred to as run-down. The third phase, or run-in, occurs

after the plasma sheath reaches the end of the anode and is

accelerated radially inward. In the pinch phase, the plasma

densities and temperatures (energies) have increased suffi-

ciently to enable fusion reactions.

The relevant fusion processes for the DPF are beam-

target and thermonuclear, which are distinguished by the

plasma ion energy and density distributions. To determine

the thermonuclear contribution, the fusion reaction rate

n1n2hrvi is calculated assuming Maxwellian distributions for

the ion densities ni and relative velocity v. The calculated

thermonuclear yield falls significantly below the measured

rate in DPF devices, therefore the remainder must be

accounted for by the beam-target fusion from the non-

Maxwellian tails of the ion energy distributions.22–25 The

high levels of nonthermal (beam) ions collide with the lower

energy (target) ions, resulting in high DPF yields. The high

energy ions are accelerated by unexpectedly high electric

field gradients from instabilities in the pinch region.25,26

Previous research has concluded that beam-target domi-

nates for peak currents less than �2 MA,21 while the thermo-

nuclear yield overtakes beam-target as the peak current

increases until dominating at approximately 18 MA.27

Kinetic simulations of deuterium Z-pinches have shown that

between 7 and 15 MA, half of the neutrons generated are

thermonuclear and half are beam-target.25 Therefore, the

experiments and simulations discussed in this report, with

pinch currents of 2� 2:5 MA, are expected to be dominated

by beam-target fusion.

III. DPF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DIAGNOSTICS

The experiments presented here were conducted on two

DPF systems, both with peak currents in the range 2� 2:5
MA.28 One of the DPF systems is operated exclusively with

DD gas and is driven by four 432 lF modules operated as

two parallel Marx banks storing 1.1 MJ at peak charge. The

second device is capable of operating with DD or DT gas

and is driven by a 576 lF capacitor bank storing 350 kJ at

full charge. Both devices were operated between 32 and

35 kV with common DPF hardware configurations as illus-

trated in Fig. 1 for the traditional DPF with a blunt anode

and Fig. 2 with the addition of the reentrant cathode.

In both configurations, the anode extends 59.4 cm into

the gas cell and is surrounded by a 58-cm-long cathode

formed by a concentric array of 24 knife-edge rods. The

anode outer radius is 7.62 cm and the cathode inner radius is

10.16 cm. The reentrant cathode shown in Fig. 2 is the same

diameter as the anode and extends from the cathode end-

plate to within 4.5 cm of the anode.

The purpose of the reentrant cathode is to limit the

fusion reaction time by reducing the axial region over which

pinching occurs. (It may also be used to house small targets,

thereby locating them closer to the pinch region and increas-

ing the incident neutron fluence.) The design is motivated by

time-resolved images of plasma optical emission during

pinch, such as shown in Fig. 3, which shows an axial pro-

gression of the plasma away from the anode. This axial

motion, referred to as zippering, is expected from plasma-

gun-type devices and is seen in time-resolved images in

Refs. 3, 29, 30, and 31. A similar cathode modification was

FIG. 1. The DPF operation is illustrated in five phases. During gas-break-
down, the voltage pulse is injected through the insulator sleeve (blue) and a

plasma sheath (black) is formed between the anode tube (orange) and the

cylindrical cathode (green). This sheath is accelerated axially during run-
down and radially during run-in. After the pinch, the plasma expands radi-

ally and axially to the outer cathode. The dimensions shown are for the

experiments reported in this paper.

FIG. 2. (a) Illustration of the DPF hardware with a radiused anode tube and

the optional reentrant cathode. (b) The pinch and plasma expansion phases

of DPF operation are constrained axially with the inclusion of the reentrant

cathode.
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reported in Ref. 32, but with the aims of increasing the

energy density and creating an electrode configuration more

similar to larger Z-pinch machines.

The primary diagnostics for this study are time-resolved

and integrated neutron measurements. The total neutron

yield is measured using the foil-activation technique with

different target materials for DD and DT neutrons based on

energy thresholds.34–37 For each shot, the yield is obtained in

minutes using activation counter units comprised of a thin

foil, scintillator, and photomultiplier tube (PMT). The activa-

tion isotopes in the thin foil must, therefore, have half-lives

measured in seconds to minutes. This technique is calibrated

daily against a yield measured using a high-efficiency count-

ing chamber. This second technique requires activation iso-

topes with half-lives of several minutes to allow time to

transport the target material from the experiment to the

counting chamber.

For detecting DT neutrons (14.1 MeV), 141Pr is the pre-

ferred material because the threshold for 141Pr þn!140Pr

þ2n is above 10 MeV, and it is highly insensitive to c radia-

tion, which virtually eliminates background.37 For detecting

DD neutrons (2.45 MeV), beryllium has become a primary

target material because its 1-MeV threshold for 9Beþn!6He

þa eliminates background from scattered neutrons. In addi-

tion, the reaction cross section is peaked near 2.5MeV, pro-

viding discrimination between DD and DT neutrons.

Details regarding the characterization and calibration of

the yield detectors are found in Refs. 28 and 38. To minimize

the measurement uncertainty for the yields, the entire high-

efficiency counting chamber systems were calibrated at

Sandia National Laboratories’ Ion Beam Laboratory. The

total measurement uncertainty for the source calibration and

cross-calibration method is 6% for 141Pr and 9% for 9Be.

Neutron pulse shapes are recorded using scintillator-

PMT detector assemblies surrounded by lead shielding to

reduce the photon background.38 (The PMT impulse

responses are 2.5–3.0 ns and the scintillating material is

specified to have a 0.35-ns rise and 1.6-ns decay.) Two

detectors with different scintillator material are fielded for

redundancy. Both are mounted 30 cm from the DPF pinch in

the radial direction. Neutron time-of-flight is measured 10 m

from the pinch using a matched pair of scintillator-PMT

detectors. One detector is shielded from the line-of-sight of

the pinch by a neutron shadow-bar composed of stacked

tungsten and polyethylene cylinders, and thus records the

scattered background only. The neutron signal is the subtrac-

tion of the shielded detector from the unshielded detector.

IV. MEASURED NEUTRON YIELDS AND PULSE
SHAPES

Representative pulses delivered by the traditional DPF

configuration (Fig. 1) are plotted in Fig. 4. These pulses were

recorded sequentially for a fixed bank voltage and deuterium

gas pressure using a scintillator-PMT detector located 30 cm

from the pinch. The variation in pulse shapes in Fig. 4 appears

consistent with observations of multiple peaks in the neutron

pulses from other experiments. For example, two peaks were

observed in Ref. 39, and three peaks were observed in the neu-

tron pulses in Refs. 40 and 31, with resulting pulse full-width

at half-maximum (FWHM) values >200 ns.

The long tails in the neutron pulses plotted in Fig. 4 are

enabled by the long drift chamber in which the plasma may

continue to weakly pinch as it is transported axially and the

energetic ions slow down. This tail is reduced with the use of

the reentrant cathode, as shown in the representative pulses

in Fig. 5. On average, the pulse FWHM values are reduced

with the reentrant cathode by 2169%. The uncertainty in

this average is dominated by the wide distribution of pulse

widths generated by the traditional DPF, as shown in Fig. 6.

The FWHM distribution from the reentrant cathode is seen

in Fig. 6 to occupy the low end of the range for the tradi-

tional DPF. Therefore, the reduction in the average width is

simply achieved by depopulating the high-value tail of the

traditional distribution. This is consistent with previous

observations of an axially propagating plasma and successive

pinch necking produced by m ¼ 0 instabilities.3,41

FIG. 3. Optical emission during the pinch phase from DD fusion reactions

during a single shot, using the four-432-lF-module bank at 35 kV and

3 Torr. The images have a 5-ns exposure and 25-ns separation and were

gated during the pinch phase. The image is smoothed with a Gaussian filter

(3r in an 11� 11 window). The optical pinch is extracted using the k-means

clustering algorithm.33

FIG. 4. Measured neutron pulse shapes obtained from sequential shots in the

standard DPF configuration in Fig. 1 with a 59-cm-long anode tube. The

data were collected on the four-432-lF-module bank at 37 kV charge and

with DD gas pressure of 5 Torr.
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The reduced pulse widths correspond to lower integrated

neutron yields. The average and standard deviation of the

DD neutron yield for the traditional DPF shots in Fig. 6 is

2:7961:34� 1011. Measurement uncertainty contributes an

additional 69%. With the reentrant cathode, the yield is

2:0560:81� 1011 neutrons per shot.

An experimental series of 117 shots was conducted

using the reentrant cathode with a DT gas mixture on the

576-lF capacitor bank. Sample pulse shapes are plotted in

Fig. 7. The distributions of pulse FWHM and yields for these

shots are plotted in Fig. 8. The average FWHM is 61:8630:7
ns with 1:8460:49� 1012 neutrons per shot. Measurement

uncertainty contributes an additional 66% for the yield and

could reduce the pulse width by as much as 5 ns.

The expectation that the pinch duration is reduced by

limiting the plasma drift time is supported by hybrid PIC

simulations which include the run-down and run-in

phases. The simulations described in Sec. V were conducted

for both the traditional DPF configuration and the reentrant

cathode.

V. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE AND VALIDATION

A comprehensive model of the DPF device is challeng-

ing given the ls time scales required to ionize the gas and

transport the plasma down the anode, the high plasma densi-

ties achieved as the plasma pinches, the dominance of kinetic

effects in beam-target fusion, and the presence of instabil-

ities. Traditionally magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) codes

have been used to model the run-down phase of the DPF, but

are not able to reproduce the observed neutron yields.42,43

Particle-in-cell (PIC) codes can treat particles kinetically,

allowing for binary collisions and charge separation that are

essential to reproducing the pinch physics, but require spatial

FIG. 5. Measured neutron pulse shapes using the reentrant cathode (Fig. 2)

and a 59-cm-long anode tube. The data were collected on the four-432-lF-

module bank at 35 kV charge and with the DD gas pressure of 3.5 Torr.

FIG. 6. The distribution of the measured neutron pulse FWHM for the reen-

trant cathode configuration (Fig. 2) compared to the tradition configuration

(Fig. 1) from DD fusion. The data were collected on the four-432-lF-

module bank at 35 kV charge and with a gas pressure range of 3.5 to

5.5 Torr. The statistics in the normalized distributions are 82 shots for the

traditional DPF and 67 for the reentrant cathode. Relative pulse widths are

provided because these signals were recorded using the shadow-bar system

10 m from the pinch and, therefore, includes the time-of-flight spreading.

FIG. 7. Measured neutron pulse shapes using the reentrant cathode (Fig. 2)

and a 59-cm-long anode tube. The data were collected on the 576 lF bank at

32 kV charge and with a DT gas pressure of 2.35 Torr.

FIG. 8. The distributions of the measured neutron pulse FWHM (a) and

yield (b) for the reentrant cathode configuration in Fig. 2 from DT fusion.

The average FWHM is 61:8630:7 ns with 1:8460:49� 1012 neutrons per

shot. The operating conditions are 32 kV at 2.27–3.25 Torr or 33 kV at

2.45–2.8 Torr on the 576-lF capacitor bank. The gas mixture was composed

of 53.7% tritium.
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resolution near 100 lm and correspondingly small time

steps.44,45 Nonetheless, by limiting the simulated volume to

the pinch region, recent PIC simulations of a 180-kA DPF

have successfully reproduced the measured neutron yield,26

ion energy distributions, and electric field oscillations.7

Simulations of the MA-scale DPF presented here are

performed using the fully relativistic electromagnetic parti-

cle-in-cell code CHICAGO, from the developers of LSP.46–49 A

hybrid fluid/kinetic treatment50 was developed to reduce

computation times and has enabled simulations of the entire

DPF tube and driving circuit. The plasma is modeled as a

quasi-neutral, Eulerian fluid during the run-down and run-in

phases, after which the particles are transitioned to a kinetic

treatment for the pinch.

The quasi-neutral fluid treatment relaxes constraints on

the timestep by using the MHD assumption of zero charge

density, or ne � Zini, where ne and ni are the electron and ion

number densities, Zi is the ion charge state. Therefore, it is

possible to follow an ion kinetic macroparticle that carries the

fluid information for the inertia-less electrons.51 The equation

of motion for the composite ion-electron macroparticle is

mini
dv

dt
¼ j� B�r pe þ pið Þ; (1)

where pe and pi are the electron and ion pressures, and

assuming zero viscosity. The current is

johms ¼ r Eþ v� � B�rpe

ene

� �
; (2)

where v� is the drift velocity and the conductivity, r ¼ e2ne=�m,

is calculated using the Lee-More-Desjarlais model52 for the

collision rate. Equations (1) and (2) are advanced assuming

Maxwellian distributions for ni and temperature in each grid

cell.

FIG. 9. Simulation geometry for the DPF with a reentrant cathode in 2D

cylindrical coordinates (r; z). Pulsed power is injected through the Pyrex

insulator sleeve (shown in pink). The deuterium ion density is shown at 1.6

l s into the pulse for a 35-kV bank charge at 5.5 Torr.

FIG. 10. The simulated currents (blue) are compared to measurement (grey

and black) for the reentrant cathode hardware configuration (59-cm-long

anode tube). The bank voltage is 35 kV for DD gas pressures of (a) 3.5 Torr,

(b) 4 Torr, and (c) 5.5 Torr. Two measured currents are shown at each gas

pressure.

FIG. 11. Simulated neutron pulses from DD fusion (blue) are compared to

measurement (black and grey) for (a) the traditional DPF configuration and

(b) the reentrant cathode. The simulated pulses are scaled by 0.5.
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The particles are transitioned to a kinetic treatment dur-

ing the run-in phase, just before their collision rates becomes

insufficient to maintain the Maxwellian distributions. A sin-

gle fluid particle is transitioned to thousands of electron and

ion particles per cell in a manner that conserves the momen-

tum and charge. These kinetic particles are then advanced

via their individual momenta, binary collision frequencies,

and fusion interactions, with no assumed distributions.

The simulations presented here are initialized with deu-

terium plasma. All DD and DT fusion reactions are modeled,

and the resulting proton, tritium, 3He, and neutron particles

are treated kinetically. The simulations are conducted in 2D

cylindrical coordinates (r; z) with the geometry as shown in

Fig. 9. As compared to the hardware illustration in Fig. 2,

the simulations assume azimuthal symmetry and include the

entire gas-filled chamber. The resolution in the pinch region

(0 < r < 2:0 cm and 59:0 < z < 64:0 cm) is 100 lm and

200 lm in the radial and axial directions, respectively. The

plasma motion through the cathode bars is approximated in

2D using a transparency model by which a prescribed frac-

tion of incident particles are absorbed. Simulations were con-

ducted for the traditional DPF configuration and with the

reentrant cathode.

To use the hybrid technique, we must assume that the

fill gas is initially fully ionized. Preliminary models of the

gas-breakdown phase indicate that breakdown occurs within

1 ls, before the plasma sheath undergoes significant j� B

acceleration (for a capacitor bank discharge time of

4� 7 ls). The accuracy of the simulations with respect to

the bank circuit, fluid model, and tube geometry is verified in

comparison to measured currents, shown in Fig. 10. In the

three examples shown, the voltage is held constant while the

deuterium gas pressure is varied from 3.5 to 5.5 Torr. The

simulated run-down times are within 4% of the measured

values. Simulations of different tube geometries show a simi-

lar agreement with the data.

The transition to the kinetic particle treatment occurs

during the inductively driven drop in current in Fig. 10, after

which the simulations progress much more slowly. Initial

results for the pinch phase have been obtained for simula-

tions of the traditional DPF configuration and the reentrant

cathode. The progress of these simulations is indicated in

Fig. 11, in which the incomplete simulated neutron pulses

are compared to data. In both cases, the simulated yield rate

is roughly a factor of two larger than data. This may be

attributed to the ideal pinch conditions generated in the 2D

simulations.

VI. PLASMA DYNAMICS DURING RUN-IN AND PINCH

The hybrid simulations provide an insight into the mea-

sured run-down times, run-in plasma sheath perturbations,

and neutron yields. During run-down, the j� B force exerted

on the plasma sheath is resisted by the pressure of the neutral

gas in its path, resulting in the initial sheath velocities

inversely proportional to the gas density. As the sheath

moves downstream, incorporating more of the DPF tube

length into the current path, the equivalent circuit inductance

increases as LðzÞ ¼ ðl=2pÞlnðrc=raÞz, causing j2 to decrease.

FIG. 12. Simulated ion density con-

tours during run-in for the flat-top

(top) and hemispherical (bottom) ano-

des. The contours show the region at

the end of the anode only, which

occupy 0 < r < 10:0 cm and 50:0 <
z < 65:0 cm in Fig. 9. The densities

for the flat-top anode shown in (a) and

(b) are separated by 120 ns. The densi-

ties for the hemispherical anode shown

in (c) and (d) are also separated by

120 ns. Although the initial conditions

for both simulations are a 35-kV bank

charge and 3.5-Torr gas pressure, the

plasma reaches the axis sooner with

the hemispherical anode due to its

shape.
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(Here z is the axial location of the plasma sheath, rc is the

cathode inner radius, and ra is the anode outer radius.) Thus

the force is reduced on the initially faster, lower-density gas

fills, so that the run-down times are not exactly inversely

proportional to the density, as indicated in Fig. 10.

The density distribution of the plasma sheath during

run-in is influenced by the anode shape. The flat-top anode

of Fig. 1 elongates the sheath as it transitions to run-in and

enhances the velocity shear, which drives the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability. This is shown in the plasma density

contours in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), which show two snapshots

of the plasma during run-in, zoomed into the region at the

end of the anode. (For reference, this region is 0 < r < 10:0
cm and 50:0 < z < 65:0 cm in Fig. 9). By contrast, the

plasma density contours generated by an anode with a hemi-

spherical termination are seen in Figs. 12(c) and 12(d) to

remain more radial in structure during the pinch and be less

susceptible to this instability.

A design more prone to instabilities would exhibit larger

variations in output, such as the wide pulse width distribution

shown in Fig. 6. However, instabilities, especially in the

m ¼ 0 mode, are desirable in the DPF because they have

FIG. 13. Simulated contour maps of Bh (top), deuterium ion density (middle), and deuterium ion temperature (bottom) during the pinch phase from the simula-

tion geometry shown in Fig. 9 (zoomed in to 0 < r < 2:0 cm and 59:0 < z < 64:3 cm.) The distributions at 6238 ns after bank discharge are plotted in (a)

through (c) while the distributions at 6258 ns are plotted in (d) through (f). The radial distribution of neutron production is plotted to the left of (e) and the vec-

tor for electric field stresses greater than 5 MV/cm are overlayed. The bank voltage of 35 kV and the DD gas pressure of 3.5 Torr (for the Fig. 9 tube dimen-

sions) result in the pinch initiating 6205 ns after bank discharge.

FIG. 14. A simulated ion density contour map is overlayed with a scatter plot

of neutron creation locations, depicted as black dots. The neutrons are gener-

ated primarily via DD! nþ3He, although the chain DD! pþþ T followed

by DT! nþ4He is enabled. The full simulation geometry is shown in Fig. 9,

and zoomed in here to 0 < r < 1:0 cm and 59:0 < z < 64:0 cm.

FIG. 15. The DD ! nþ3He reactivity54 and deuterium ion mean-free-path

(kii) as functions of Ti.
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been shown to increase the beam-target fusion

yields.3,40,50,53 Both conclusions are supported by measure-

ments taken on the 1.1-MJ DPF showing more consistent

pulse widths but lower yields with a round-top anode.

Specifically, at 35 kV and 5.5-Torr DD gas pressure, the total

neutron yield for the flat-top anode with reentrant cathode is

2:0560:81� 1011, while the yield from the hemispherical

anode is approximately half this value.

The m¼ 0-type instabilities increase neutron yield in the

beam-target regime by enhancing ion beam energies.

Previous work has shown that such instabilities increase the

local electric field stresses which accelerate ions between

regions of high density.25,53 The simulations performed here

for 2-MA pinches support this. The results for the reentrant

cathode are used to illustrate the formation of high-density

targets and lower-density, higher-temperature regions in

which the electric field stresses reach the MV/cm levels.

Figure 13 shows the deuterium ion density, temperature

(Ti ¼ 2
3
hEii=k), and azimuthal magnetic field (Bh) in the

region between the anode and the reentrant cathode

(0 < r < 2:0 cm and 59:0 < z < 64:3 cm in Fig. 9) at two

times, first during initial plasma compression and again dur-

ing peak neutron production. Pockets of high-density plasma

are confined to r < 1 mm for tens of ns during the pinch

under the influence of magnetic fields of order 100 T. The

mean Ti in the high-density regions is approximately 400 eV,

while the less-constrained ions reach tens of keV. Electric

fields in the low-density regions are not uniformly axial, but

may be directed radially inward as shown in Fig. 13(e). We

note that these 2D simulations represent a more idealized

pinch than would be achieved in 3D.

While Fig. 13(e) shows that neutrons are generated

within a mm of the axis, Fig. 14 provides a more detailed 2D

map of neutron production. While neutron creation is corre-

lated with regions of high plasma density (>1019 cm�3), few

are created in the high-density region near the anode. This is

consistent with ion acceleration away from the anode toward

downstream target regions and provides further confirmation

that the DPF is dominated by beam-target fusion from super-

thermal ions.22–25

Figure 13 may be used to estimate the ratio of beam-

target to thermonuclear fusion. The mean Ti in the high-

density regions corresponds to a reactivity of 10�25 cm3/s, as

shown in Fig. 15. Using ni � 1021 cm�3 within a volume of

�0:001 cm3, from Fig. 14, the thermonuclear rate for the

highest density regions is �105 N/ns. If the volume is broad-

ened to include r � 1 mm, the ion energy distribution within

this region is plotted in Fig. 16. The peak of the energy distri-

bution fits to a 1.1-keV Maxwellian and the average density in

this region is �1020 cm�3. The corresponding reactivity,

10�22 cm3/s, provides an estimate of the thermonuclear contri-

bution to the total yield rate of �107 N/ns. Estimating from

Fig. 16 that ions above 100 keV are 10�4 of the total and that

they impact target ions in the high-density regions, the reactiv-

ity and the yield rate for beam-target fusion are �10�17 cm3/s

and �109 N/ns, respectively. This is consistent with the mea-

sured yield rate in Fig. 11, which reaches 1:5� 109 N/ns. A

crude estimate of the thermonuclear fusion contribution in a

2-MA pinch is approximately 1%.

While the beam-target dominates in the MJ-class DPF,

it is distinguished somewhat from lower energy devices in

that the plasma is more collisional during the pinch. The deu-

terium ion mean free path (kii) from the collision frequency

(�i)
55 is

kii ¼
2p�2

0m2
i v

4
i

Z4
i e4 ln Kni

;

where vi is the ion velocity, and ln K is the Coulomb loga-

rithm. Expressed in terms of kinetic energy, kii is shown as a

function of Ti in Fig. 15 for two representative values of ni

chosen from Fig. 13. The lower temperature ions found in

the high-density regions are highly collisional, so the aggre-

gate energy spectrum in Fig. 16 is closer to a Maxwellian

than that measured for a 1.2-kJ DPF.7

VII. SUMMARY

The DPF device is a compact source for intense neutron

pulses that has traditionally been optimized for the total neu-

tron yield. We have implemented a modest change to the

Mather-type device in order to develop the DPF for short-

pulse applications. In the modified DPF design, a reentrant

cathode replaces the long-drift chamber at the end of the

DPF coaxial plasma gun. This reentrant cathode reduces the

plasma drift length to a value comparable to the coaxial gap

width.

The neutron pulses generated in a traditional DPF may

have long tails and be of relatively long (hundreds of ns) dura-

tion because the plasma may continue to weakly pinch as it is

transported axially. By limiting the drift time, the reentrant

cathode operates in the low range of achievable pulse widths.

The results are reduced neutron pulse tails and the FWHM

values are reduced by an average of 2169% from the tradi-

tional DPF design. Pulse widths and yields achieved from the

deuterium-tritium fusion at 2 MA are 61:8630:7 ns FWHM

and 1:8460:49� 1012 neutrons per shot.

Simulations were conducted concurrently to elucidate the

DPF operation and confirm the role of the reentrant cathode. A

hybrid fluid-kinetic particle-in-cell modeling capability demon-

strates correct sheath velocities, plasma instabilities, and fusion

FIG. 16. The kinetic energy distribution of deuterium ions during the pinch

from the simulation geometry is shown in Fig. 9. The peak is fit to a 1.1-keV

Maxwellian.
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yield rates. Consistent with previous findings that the DPF is

dominated by beam-target fusion from superthermal ions,22–25

we estimate that the thermonuclear contribution is at the 1%

level.
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